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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2930-“This must be the infamous 
Western Boss!” Arthur turned to the Western Boss. 

The Western Boss was the ruler of the underground society in the Western 
region and rarely crossed paths with the Thompsons. 

Hence, Arthur only heard of the Western Boss and the two never met. 

Still, judging from the overbearing presence of the man before him, he could 
guess who he was. 

“How do you know who I am?” The Western Boss frowned in bafflement. 

He came to the southern region with the Southern Boss to ambush the 
Thompsons and rescue Rodney. 

This was a secret mission and apart from Felton and the Apostles, no one 
knew about it. 

Yet, not only did Arthur guess who he was, but he also had people stationed 
outside as though he knew they were coming. 

This caught him by surprise and he could not figure out how the Thompsons 
found out about this. 

Naturally, he considered if something happened to Felton and the Apostles, 
causing them to leak information about their plan. 

However, he soon dismissed this thought. 

Felton was working with the Grimstons and the Underwoods to take Leon and 
the Morrisons down. Leon was outnumbered. 

Even if Felton and the others failed to destroy Leon and the Morrisons, it 
should not be challenging for them to leave the scene unscathed. 

Hence, the Western Boss was not concerned about them and did not think 
Felton could expose their plan. 



In the end, he concluded that he and the Southern Boss may have 
accidentally revealed themselves when they entered the southern region and 
were spotted by the Thompsons’ connection. 

Perhaps this was why the Thompsons were prepared. 

This seemed to be the only possible outcome. 

“When you bear malicious intentions, people are bound to learn about it. 

Western Boss, the Thompsons have no grievances with you. Why are the 
Fermers helping the Southern Boss to stand against US?” Arthur questioned 
with displeasure. 

“Enough with chit-chatting, Thompson. The Thompsons worked with Leon to 
bring the Spears down. It’s time we settle the scores.” Before the Western 
Boss could speak, the Southern Boss intervened and glared at the 
Thompsons maliciously. 

Like the Western Boss, he was quite surprised that the Thompsons were 
prepared for their arrival. 

However, he was fully prepared to take the Thompsons down, so he did not 
mind that they were prepared. 

He then grabbed Rodney from John and placed his palm against Rodney’s 
head, preparing to take Rodney’s life right there and then. 

However, Angus did not expect him to do so either. 

He merely wished to keep the Southern Boss occupied and stall until Leon 
arrived. That way, all issues would be resolved. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2931-“You wouldn’t dare! Angus, if you 
dare to harm my son, I’ll make sure that every member of the Thompsons dies 
today!” The Southern Boss did not take Angus’s threat seriously. 

After the Spears fell apart, the Southern Boss lost almost everything. 

However, the same could not be said about the Thompsons. 



The Thompsons were a big family with many members. With so much dead 
weight around, he knew that Angus would not harm Rodney out of fear so he 
was not affected by Angus’s threat. 

“You want to kill all of US? How arrogant!” Arthur laughed angrily. 

“Arthur, you’ll find out if I’m just being arrogant soon enough,” The Southern 
Boss narrowed his eyes sharply. 

As he spoke, he leaped into action swiftly and darted toward Angus to rescue 
Rodney. 

Though he was certain that Angus dared not to harm Rodney, it was still an 
issue that Rodney was at the Thompsons’ mercy. 

Hence, he took advantage of Angus’s distraction and attacked out of the blue 
to save Rodney. 

“The Peak Almighty State!” Sensing the Southern Boss’s true energy, Arthur 
and the others paled. 

Though they already learned from Leon that the Southern Boss was likely in 
the Peak Almighty State, witnessing it still shocked them. 

“Angus, prepare to die!” The Southern Boss moved swiftly and instantly 
appeared before Angus. 

He lunged at Rodney while launching an attack on Angus. 

He knew the Thompsons well. Even Arthur, who was the most powerful 
amongst There was a great difference in strength between the Thompsons 
and the Southern Boss, who was in the Peak Almighty State. 

If he caught them by surprise, he should be able to injure Angus and save 
Rodney. 

This was the only possible outcome. 

However, what happened next shocked him. 

Baam! 

Following a great noise, their attacks clashed. 



 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2932-“The Peak Almighty State? Arthur, 
you’re actually in the Peak Almighty State! 

How’s this possible?” The Southern Boss was stunned. 

After the initial encounter, he could tell that Arthur was actually in the Peak 
Almighty State as well. 

Almighty State. 

After all, it was very challenging for martial artists in the Almighty State to get 
a breakthrough, especially for those who were old like Arthur as their bodily 
functions were deteriorating. 

This made having a breakthrough even harder. 

Hence, in both the southern and western regions, most older martial artists 
were Almighty State. 

Yet, the Southern Boss only left the southern region for half a month and 
Arthur managed to get to the Peak Almighty State. 

This was so surreal that he would never believe it to be true if he did not see it 
with his own eyes. 

“Why is it impossible? Southern Boss, it was Mister Wolf who helped me get 
to the Peak Almighty State!” Arthur sneered. 

“What? So it’s that little bastard again!” The Southern Boss’s expression 
darkened when he finally realized how Arthur got to the Peak Almighty State. 

He saw what Leon could do. Leon was resourceful and formidable. On top of 
that, he was skilled in alchemy so he could produce countless alchemical pills 
that could enhance martial artists’ strength. 

Leon was fully capable of getting Arthur to the Peak Almighty State. 

Given the Southern Boss’s current strength, Arthur would only be at the same 
level as him even if he reached the Peak Almighty State. 

Arthur would not pose a threat. 



After a brief moment of shock, he soon regained his composure. “Western 
Boss, leave Arthur to me. Help save Rodney!” the Southern Boss said to the 
Western Boss decisively. 

With that, he launched an attack on Arthur and the two immediately engaged 
in an intense battle. 

Since Arthur was as powerful as he was, he could not get past Arthur to save 
Rodney. Hence, he decided to deal with Arthur while the Western Boss 
focused on saving Rodney. 

“Sure!” the Western Boss said. 

Without hesitation, he charged at Angus swiftly. 

“What? Another martial artist in the Peak Almighty State?” 

“How’s this possible?” Angus and the others were shocked. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2933-Taking advantage of their stunned 
stage, the Western Boss soon reached Angus. 

“Oh, no!” Angus paled. 

Not daring to underestimate his opponent, Angus immediately backed away in 
an attempt to dodge the attack, grabbing Rodney along with him. 

Unfortunately, he was only in the Initial Almighty state. His speed and 
explosive power could not hold a candle to the Western Boss. 

No matter how hard he tried, he could not get away from the range of the 
Western Boss’s attack and could only watch as the attack grew closer. 

He had thought of using Rodney as a hostage to stop the Western Boss. 

However, the Western Boss was not the Southern Boss and was not related 
to Rodney at all. 

It would likely not work if he tried to threaten the Western Boss using Rodney 
as leverage. 



Just as the Southern Boss had predicted, the Thompsons were a big family. 
The Western Boss was powerful and posed a great threat to them all. 

So long as the Western Boss was alive, he dared not to kill Rodney and fight 
the Southern Boss. 

Otherwise, the Southern Boss may retaliate on the Thompsons and cause 
great casualties. 

This was a consequence that the Thompsons could not afford to bear. 

Even if he had Rodney as a hostage, Angus was at a crossroads and did not 
know what to do. 

The moment Angus hesitated, the Western Boss managed to grab Rodney. 

Once he saved Rodney, the Western Boss launched a powerful attack on 
Angus. 

“How dare you?” The elders were taken aback and immediately snapped out 
of it. 

Without hesitation, they each launched a powerful attack at the Western Boss 
to prevent him from harming Angus. 

“Know your places!’ The Western Boss scoffed. 

Still, the five elders were all in the Intermediate Almighty State and he dared 
not to underestimate them. 

Hence, he gave up on attacking Angus and turned to direct his attack at the 
elders instead. 

Baam! 

Following a deafening noise, their attacks clashed. 
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The five of them were instantly sent backing away. They all paled and fell 
backward. 

 



The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2934-Once the Southern Boss was near, 
the Western Boss smiled and let go of Rodney. “Southern Boss, I’ve rescued 
your son for you. I’ve fulfilled my promise!” 

He led the Fermers here with the Southern Boss to ambush the Thompsons 
and rescue Rodney. 

To his pleasant surprise, things went far smoother than he imagined and he 
managed to rescue Rodney without much effort. 

This worked perfectly to his advantage as he could avoid attacking, which 
may lead to casualty amongst the Fermers. 

“Western Boss, thank you!” The Southern Boss was overjoyed. 

“Great! I’m finally saved.” Rodney was excited as well. 

He was terrified every single day he was a prisoner of the Thompsons. 

Now that he was finally free, he was relieved. 

“Rodney, are you alright? You must’ve suffered a lot,” The Southern Boss 
turned to his son and felt guilty when he saw how tormented Rodney looked. 

“I’m fine, but the Thompsons have been torturing and humiliating me. Dad, 
you have to avenge me!” Rodney suppressed his excitement and turned to 
glare at the Thompsons viciously. 

Though the Thompsons did not take his life out of fear for the Southern Boss, 
they locked him up in a dark cell and tormented him physically and mentally 
because he killed Yonas. 

Now that his father returned, he swore to return the pain he suffered by a 
thousandfold or his anger could not be appeased. 

“Rodney, don’t worry. I’ll destroy the Thompsons and avenge you!” the 
Southern Boss said viciously. 

Now that Rodney was saved, he could attack the Thompsons without 
reservation. 

“Damn it. How can this happen?” Arthur and the others’ expressions darkened 
and their hearts sank. 



Angus initially thought that the Thompsons rivaled the Western Boss and the 
Southern Boss in terms of power. Hence, he brought Rodney out as a 
hostage to buy time until Leon arrived. 

They were far stronger than he anticipated and he was caught by surprise. 

Without Rodney as their hostage, they would not stand a chance. 

Instantly, the Thompsons fell into despair and did not know what to do.a 
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settled Rodney down and turned to the Western Boss. “Western Boss, all the 
core members of the Thompsons were here. It’s a rare opportunity. Let’s work 
together to destroy them!” the Southern Boss said coldly. 

The Thompsons aided Leon in causing the downfall of the Spears and caused 
him everything. He resented them all for it. 

He returned to the southern region not just to rescue Rodney, but to also use 
the Western Boss to destroy the Thompsons. 

Since Rodney was now safe, there was no way that he would let the 
Thompsons go. 

“What? Southern Boss, that’s hardly appropriate. I only agree to rescue your 
son, not to destroy the Thompsons,” The Western Boss was taken aback. 

Since the Southern Boss helped get him to the Peak Almighty state, he felt 
that it was an even exchange to help rescue Rodney. 

However, he never planned on destroying the Thompsons. 

The Thompsons were the most powerful family in the southern region with 
many capable martial artists. 

Even if he and the Southern Boss had the upper hand, the Fermers he 
brought along would suffer a certain level of casualty if a battle broke out. 

This was hardly what he wanted. 



The Dragon Corps was responsible for maintaining order and murder was 
always a taboo. 

If he helped the Southern Boss destroy the Thompsons and commit a 
massacre, the Dragon Corps would hold them both accountable. 

The Southern Boss was all alone and naturally did not fear the Dragon Corps. 

However, the same could not be said about the Western Boss. 

He was responsible for the Fermers. If the Dragon Corps in the southern and 
western regions come after him, the Fermers may fall apart. 

There was no way that he would do something so foolish. 

“Don’t turn me down just yet, Western Boss. Rest assured, destroy the 
Thompsons with me and all the profits we gain can be equally divided. How 
about that?” The Southern Boss smiled confidently. 

Though he knew that the Western Boss was not easily manipulated, people 
were all driven by their gain. 

He was confident that the Western Boss would help him if it meant there was 
something to gain. 

“Well,” The Western Boss wavered. 

It was hard not to be moved. 

Still, he was hesitant when he considered the consequences he may suffer 
from the Dragon Corps. 

“Oh, is that so? So long as someone else is taking the fall, I can agree to 
help!” 

The Western Boss’s eyes lit up and was instantly convinced. 

With that said, the Western Boss would profit and not have to worry about 
being punished by the Dragon Corps. 

This seemed to be a good bargain. 

 


